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You're about to discover how to take professional grade photos in no time!For today only get this

book for $8.99 $2.99.Youâ€™re about to discover how to master one of the best hobbies of all time

with Photoshop. Photoshop is an excellent and highly valuable expertise. It is an art of recreating a

moment, fictional or not. It is to create a design and look back at it later with pride. Photoshop not

only captures the moment, it amplifies it. You want to create the best looking photos you can. Here

Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...How to change your eye colorHow to create a black and white

effectsimple techniques to turn a dull photograph to stunningHow to create a stencil effect in your

photographsHow to use the airbrush skinHow to create a mirror effectMuch, much more!Download

your copy today!Take action today and download this book for a limited time discount of only$2.99

!Imagine yourself as a professional with photoshop! Say yes to creating STUNNING images!
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This book is poorly written, but you didn't buy it for the grammar, did you? You bought it for useful

tips on using a DSLR camera and you are a beginner. OK - so I only mark it down one star for the

grammar - it's still readable. I mark it down another star because of it's stellar lack of content. This



book was easy to read in under half an hour. Finally, I subtract yet another star for the lack of any

illustrations whatsoever.I mean, come on! An author of a book on DSLR photography should have a

DSLR camera, right?My idea of a DSLR book is written clearly and concisely, with

ILLUSTRATIONS.When you mention aperature - show the aperature inside the camera. Take a

picture of how to adjust it. THEN take three more pictures of the same item in the same light - one

small aperature, one perfect, and one large aperature - so the reader can SEE the difference

aperature settings make!

Photoshop is a tough job. Then, to be able to apply it in photography, you have to posess great

mastery of this skill. The book covers basic yet essential techniques in starting photoshop in

photography. Each instruction is quite clear that it is easy to follow each step without illustrations.

Moreover, you will not learn about photoshop skills on this book as it also explores principles of

photography implicitly that you will find yourself learning also its jargon.

I found this to be technically very informative for learning DSLR photography. DSLR photography

and the attachments you can use have really evolved in the last decade. I found using a DSLR

cameras detailed in this guide to be like apples to oranges compared to a smartphone camera.

Reading this explained the DSLR cameraâ€™s technical aspects I needed to know allowing the

learning process to be less complicated so I can venture away from auto-focus.

Everyone likes photography, but only a few are talented. I saw a TV show about photography and

I'm really amazed with their shots! I'm not a pro but I admire beautiful pictures. This book is a great

help for people like me who loves not just taking pictures, but the art of photography. There are also

tips and tricks that I find very helpful. I do own a DSLR and this book is a great partner to take great

shots!

I always wanted to learn how to modify photos. Sometimes, I take great shots with my camera,

sometimes, I am not so lucky. I know I still have to master a lot about taking photos, but I also think

that I should learn how to use photoshop as it will come in handy at times. This book has given me

good tips on how to use this software. It is very comprehensive for a beginner like me. I would

definitely recommend this to people who need such reference.

I'm still trying to brush up on my DSLR photography. My plan is not to be a professional



photographer, but its something fun to do on the side and while traveling. This book was very

straightforward in talking about how to take better photos. I certainly learned some strategies that I

will be using next time I go on a shoot. This was a great guide for photographers on any level and I

highly recommend.

Photography and photoshop are quite connected cause sometimes you need some editing to make

your photo look more beautiful.I am a photographer by hobby and I was thinking for some days I

need some training on photoshop.That's when I bought this book and it's been of great help.I

learned some basic techniques of photoshop from this book like changing eye color,air brush

effect,changing hair color,edge masking,turning dull photos into colorful one,giving cinematic effect

on the image etc.These have been quite helpful for me and now my photos look more

beautiful.Thumbs up for this book.

A friend lent me this book and was impress with the content. Taking pictures is already a hobby

however I am only taking selfies or amazing nature pictures using my camera phone this time I

would like to enhance more my passion for taking pictures by learning all about Photoshop

photography with self help photography books. I also make use of the software Photoshop in editing

some of my pictures thus having this book is so perfect for me. I learned the basics of photography

and the parts of a camera through this book. I like most is the tip given on removing the red color of

the eye on some photos which is a struggle for me whenever I edit a photo. All in all this book is

very helpful for beginner like me. I am planning to buy my own DLSR camera for me to further apply

what I have learned on this book. Very informative book for every novice like me.
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